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DANGEROUS GOODS TRAINING GUIDANCE —
COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
APPROACH

developing the level of proficiency/competency required1 Introduction
to perform the function competently.

This guidance has been developed by the IATA Danger-
ous Goods Training Working Group (DGTWG) supported 2.1 General
by the IATA Dangerous Goods Board (DGB) with the

2.1.1 The goal of competency-based training and as-objective of assisting employers to establish dangerous
sessment is to produce a competent workforce by provid-goods training programs under the competency-based
ing focussed training. It does so by identifying keytraining and assessment (CBTA) approach as described
competencies and the level of proficiency to be achieved,in Subsection 1.5 of the IATA Dangerous Goods Regu-
determining the most effective way of achieving them andlations (DGR).
establishing valid and reliable assessment tools to evalu-

This guidance presents an industry consulted benchmark ate the achievement.
that can be used by in developing dangerous goods

2.1.2 Personnel must be trained to competently performtraining programs. The principle of this approach is to
the function for which they are responsible. These re-equip the employees with the necessary knowledge and
sponsibilities are determined by the specific functions theskills that allow them to perform the function for which
personnel perform and not by their job titles. Concentrat-they are assigned at the required performance level that
ing on functions and responsibilities rather than a job titlesatisfies safety. This guidance is in full alignment with
or description, means that the training provided ensuresDGR Subsection 1.5; however, the employer or those
that a person is competent to perform the function inacting on their behalf must tailor the material in this
compliance with DGR Subsection 1.5. For example,guidance to ensure that their employees reach the level
ground service providers may perform some functionsof competency required for each function identified.
that are related to handling of dangerous goods at the

A safe and efficient air transport system is dependent on direction of operators. The ground service personnel must
a competent workforce. As per DGR paragraph 1.5.1.2.1 be trained to perform the assigned functions competently
the employer must ensure that personnel are competent regardless of their job title.
to perform any function for which they are responsible

2.1.3 Compared to entities with large operations, per-prior to performing any of these functions. This must be
sonnel in smaller companies may be assigned to performachieved through training and assessment commensurate
tasks across multiple functions, such as performingwith the functions for which they are responsible. Such
dangerous goods acceptance, and loading and securingtraining must include:
dangerous goods on board an aircraft. The training(a) general familiarization training—personnel must be
provided to these personnel must address all of thesetrained to be familiar with the general provisions;
functions so that they can perform competently in all(b) function specific training—personnel must be trained assigned areas.

to competently perform the function for which they
are responsible; and 2.2 Competency Factors(c) safety training—personnel must be trained on how to

2.2.1 A competency is a dimension of human perform-recognise the hazards presented by dangerous
ance that is used to reliably predict successful perform-goods, on the safe handling of dangerous goods and
ance on the job. It is manifested and observed throughon emergency response procedures.
behaviours that mobilise the relevant knowledge, skills
and attitudes to carry out activities and tasks under
specified conditions to achieve a particular level of2 Competency-Based Training and proficiency.Assessment Concepts

Assessment is a critical feature of competency-based
training, it ensures that training is efficient and effective in
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2.2.2 Knowledge, skills and attitude (KSA) are the three person to work autonomously and solve problems without
core competency factors: special assistance.
(a) Knowledge: is the theoretical information of a sub- Advanced (): covers complex technical and pro-

ject that enables a person to understand the con- fessional activities in a wide variety of contexts, which
cepts and principles. allows the personnel to provide advice. Dangerous goods

(b) Skills: are the abilities to perform an activity or training course instructors should have acquired this level
action, which can be developed through the process of proficiency on the tasks or functions that they will
of acquiring knowledge and continuous practice. instruct prior to delivering such course(s).

(c) Attitude: is a persistent internal mental state that
FIGURE 2.Binfluences an individual's choice of action, such as

Levels of Proficiencythe level of commitment.

FIGURE 2.A
Competency Factors

2.3 Principles of Competency-Based
Training & Assessment
A competency-based training and assessment approach
is based on the following principles:
(a) relevant competencies are clearly defined for a

particular function;
(b) there is an explicit link between competencies and

training, required performance on the job, and as-
sessment;

(c) competencies are formulated in a way that ensures2.2.3 Performing a dangerous goods task may require
they can be trained for, observed and assesseddifferent levels of knowledge, skills and attitude, de-
consistently in a wide variety of work contexts for apending on the complexity of the specific task and the
given function;operational environment. A level of proficiency should be

(d) trainees successfully demonstrate competency bydeveloped to determine how critical the employee's
meeting the associated competency standard;knowledge, skills and attitude are for the successful

completion of a task. Therefore, to determine the relevant (e) each stakeholder in the process (e.g. employer,
level of proficiency of an employee's competency factors, shipper, freight forwarder, ground service provider
the employer should consider the complexity of tasks and and operator, instructor, training and assessment
context, the range of work (routine, predictability, and personnel, trainee and regulator) has a common
dependencies) and the level of autonomy of the em- understanding of the competency standards;
ployee in performing the tasks. (f) clear performance criteria are established for as-

sessing competence;Proficiency can be divided into four levels, introductory,
basic, intermediate and advance, and applied to individual (g) evidence of competent performance is valid and
tasks involved in the function(s) that an employee is reliable;
assigned to. (h) instructors’ and other assessment personnel, and

assessors’ judgements are calibrated to achieve aIntroductory (): covers general knowledge or under-
high degree of interrelated reliability;standing of basic concepts and techniques.

(i) assessment of competencies is based on multipleBasic (): delivers competency that is sufficient for an
observations across multiple contexts; andindividual to carry out simple work activities, most of it

(j) to be considered competent, an individual demon-routine and predictable. Guidance or assistance from an
strates an integrated performance of all the requiredexpert may be required from time to time.
competencies to a specified standard.

Intermediate (): comprises of complex or critical
activities, in a non-routine context, which enables a
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3.2 Trainee3 Roles and Responsibilities in a
Competency-Based Approach to In competency-based training, trainees are active partici-

pants in their learning process and the achievement ofTraining
competencies as opposed to being passive recipients of
knowledge. The competency-based training program pro-3.1 Employer vides them with a clear view of their learning path towards
competency during the training program and beyond.3.1.1 A training program includes elements, such as
Competency-based training should directly contribute todesign methodology, training, assessment, instructors'
improving their performance on the job. Trainees' feed-and other personnel's qualifications and competencies,
back is essential in ensuring that competency-basedtraining records and evaluation of its effectiveness. Em-
training is effective.ployers need to determine the purpose and objective of

the competency-based training based on the functions for Note:
which their personnel are responsible. Employers should Trainees are sometimes referred to employees in this
ensure that a training program is designed and developed document when explaining the relationship between em-
to establish clear links among the competencies to be ployers and their personnel that need to be trained.
achieved, learning objectives, assessment methods and
course materials. 3.3 Instructor
3.1.2 The employer must study the target population

The term “instructor” is mainly used to describe personnel(trainees) with a view to identify the knowledge, skills and
who deliver a dangerous goods training course. In com-attitude that they already possess, to collect information
petency-based training, multiple training events should beon preferred learning styles, and on the social and
developed based on the training plan, and training courselinguistic environments of prospective trainees. The target
is one of the training events in the program. Althoughpopulation may be a mixture of experienced and newly
delivering or receiving a training course is only part of therecruited personnel, or groups differing in age. Although
whole competency-based training program, course in-experience is not a core competency factor, this should
structors do play a critical role because the fundamentalbe considered when developing a recurrent dangerous
knowledge of the trainees should be obtained through thegoods training program. Experience can help sharpen
course. For that reason, course instructors are importantone's skills over time, and therefore, even if every trainee
in facilitating the trainees' progression towards theattended the same initial training course, regardless of
achievement of competencies. Instructors can also pro-their experience, the extensiveness of coverage on vari-
vide information about the effectiveness of the trainingous tasks should be reviewed and adjusted for a recur-
materials, which supports continuous improvement.rent training course. Employers should take into account

all these components and variables because they can Note:
affect the training program design. Details of the IATA Competency-Based Training for

Dangerous Goods Instructors course are available at:3.1.3 In addition to the international regulatory require-
https://www.iata.org/en/training/courses/cbta-dgr-instructor/ments that must be covered in the training program,
cecb08/en/employers must also consider the domestic and inter-

national regulatory requirements that apply to their oper-
3.4 Designerations.
Training designers are responsible for reviewing the3.1.4 Some employers may utilise services offered by
training and assessment plans that are derived from thethird-party training providers, either for the full implemen-
training specification, determining what training materialstation of the training program, or only for the training
(e.g. student handbook and hands-on practices) andcourse(s). This approach may be the most suitable for
types of assessment (e.g. examinations and practicalemployers who do not have the resources to train their
exercises) are the most suitable for the trainees. They willpersonnel in-house. Should the training function be out-
also need to plan the training schedule so that differentsourced, employers are still responsible for determining
training events can take place in the appropriate se-the training needs of their employees, ensuring the
quence.employees can acquire the necessary competent level to

perform their functions and evaluating how well the Note:
program and/or course provided by the third-party training Information on the IATA Competency-Based Training for
providers can address the needs before selecting a Dangerous Goods Instructional Designers is available at:
training provider. https://www.iata.org/en/training/courses/cbta-dgr-designer/

cecb09/en/3.1.5 Employers should liaise directly with the regulator
to ensure that all fundamental requirements are con-
sidered prior to proceeding with the development of
competency-based training and assessment programs.
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(a) targeting function specific training needs;3.5 Assessor
(b) supporting continuous learning and performance im-The essence of competency-based training and assess- provement;ment approach is to strive for continuous improvement
(c) gearing towards learning rather than simply passingthrough evaluating the effectiveness of a training program

a test;in meeting the level of competencies required for different
(d) ensuring the integration of knowledge, skills, attitudestasks of a specific function, and therefore, an assessor is

and experience needed to perform a job at theneeded. The role of an assessor is to fully understand the
required level of proficiency;competencies of various tasks under the function, ob-

serve the performance of the trainees after they had (e) supporting the application of safety management
successfully completed the training and assessment pro- systems (SMS); and
cess, evaluate the effectiveness of the program and (f) establishing sufficient number of competent instruc-provide feedback to the employers for continuous im- tors, designers and assessors.provement. This role can also be taken up by the

4.2 Ensuring personnel can competently perform theiremployer.
functions is critical to any organisation. A competent
workforce can not only reduce cost caused by unnecess-3.6 Regulator
ary shipment rejections or delays and miscommunication

3.6.1 There are important differences between the way of job expectations but also improve safety by reducing
the regulator would oversee a traditional training program the number of wrongdoings associated with incompetent
versus competency-based training. In a traditional training performance. One of the classic examples is that, ident-
program, the regulator may assess the training course ifying, classifying, packing, marking, labelling and docu-
components and final test against knowledge components menting dangerous goods for transport are critical to the
and not on the competencies that need to be acquired. safe transport of dangerous goods by air. The operator
The fact that all knowledge components are addressed or depends on these functions being competently performed
appear to be included in a course and all trainees have by those preparing and offering a consignment for trans-
passed the required test does not necessarily mean that port so that they are aware of the hazards posed and the
they can perform their assigned functions competently. required measures to mitigate them. If personnel per-

forming these functions are not trained to competently3.6.2 Where competency-based training has been im-
perform them, unknown risks may be introduced into airplemented, regulators should oversee the training pro-
transport. Herewith another practical example, for pack-gram to ensure that it produces personnel who can
ages that are restricted to carriage on a cargo aircraft, theperform the functions for which they are responsible in a
shipper must always affix the “Cargo Aircraft Only” labelspecific operational setting and in compliance with the
on the same surface of a package near the hazardnational regulatory framework.
label(s). If the “Cargo Aircraft Only” label is affixed on a
different surface than the hazard label(s), the package will
be rejected, and the shipper will have to make the4 Benefits of Competency-Based correction before tendering the shipment again. On some
occasions, shippers may even have to travel to the officeTraining and Assessment for the
from the cargo terminal for making the necessary correc-Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods tion, which can be time consuming and costly.

by Air 4.3 Through the implementation of a competency-based
4.1 The main benefit of a competency-based approach training and assessment approach, the employees will
to training and assessment is its potential to encourage have a better understanding on the task(s) involved in the
and enable personnel to reach their highest level of function that they need to perform and the level of
capability while ensuring a basic level of competence as a proficiency that they must achieve.
minimum standard. This is achieved by:
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FIGURE 6.0.A5 Components of a Competency-
Competency—Based Training and AssessmentBased Training and Assessment WorkflowsProgram

The following components, as summarised in Figure 5.A,
are essential for forming a competent workforce for the
safe and efficient transport of dangerous goods by air:
(a) a training specification that describes the purpose of 6.1 Phase 1—Analyse Training Needs

training, the task list and the requirements that must
6.1.1 The first phase in the development and implemen-be fulfilled when designing the training;
tation of a competency-based training and assessment(b) an assessment plan providing the process and tools program is to analyse the training needs. Analysing the

for gathering valid and reliable evidence at different training needs is very important because the needs
stages during training; identified will form the basis of the type(s) of training and

(c) a training plan describing the training required to assessment methodologies to be required. Training
achieve the competencies; needs are specific to the employer's environment and

requirements, largely dependent on the internal process(d) training and assessment materials, and any other
flow.organisational resources needed to implement train-

ing and assessment plans; and
FIGURE 6.1.A(e) a program evaluation report.

Phase 1—Analysing the Training Needs
FIGURE 5.A

Competency—Based Training and Assessment
Components

6 Establishing Competency-Based
Training and Assessment Programs

6.0 General
Establishing competency-based training and assessment
programs can involve five phases, analyse, design, de-
velop, implement and evaluate.
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6.1.2 The objectives of this phase are: 6.1.3.2 Once the job functions are defined, a thorough
task list can then be developed corresponding to each(a) to identify the purpose of the training;
function, which will become the foundation of what each(b) to define the job functions that related to dangerous employee will be trained. To assist employers in buildinggoods, establish task list(s) with the competency their list of tasks and sub-tasks, a generic list is providedfactors associated with the job functions; and in Table 6.7.B based on the major job functions included

(c) to determine various requirements, such as oper- in Figure 6.7.A.
ational, technical, regulatory and organisational re- (a) Tasks: below are the eight common tasks that arequirements. performed by the functions shown in Figure 6.7.A:

6.1.3 When employers analyse the training needs, they 0–Understanding the basics of dangerous goods;
should take into account the results of the training 1–Classifying dangerous goods;program that they want to achieve, which is essential to

2–Preparing a dangerous goods shipment;ensure that the program is fit for purpose and effective. In
this process, employers should carry out a thorough 3–Processing/accepting cargo;
analysis on different job functions that involve the hand- 4–Managing cargo pre-loading;
ling and processing of dangerous goods in the organis- 5–Accepting passenger and crew baggage;ation so as to build the relevant task list along with the

6–Transporting cargo/baggage; andnecessary competencies.
7–Collecting safety data.6.1.3.1 To illustrate what job functions are, a flowchart

(b) Sub-tasks: after the tasks have been identified, they(Figure 6.7.A) has been developed to show the major job
should be further defined with the relevant sub-tasks,functions in the end-to-end process of handling danger-
which will later form the scope of the training pro-ous goods in both cargo and passenger operations. The
gram. Sub-tasks are actions to be performed by thejob functions in Figure 6.7.A are not exhaustive and some
employee when completing a task.organisations may have defined the functions differently,

depending on their operational environment; however, The generic task list (Table 6.7.B) exhibits the eight
they are the most common ones that are already well common tasks in today's operations. Different organis-
established today. Although some administrative or non- ations may divide their tasks differently even within the
operational job functions (e.g. reservation and sales staff) same job function, for example, some ground service
are not included in Figure 6.7.A, the same principle can providers are accepting dangerous goods for multiple
still be applied. For example, if dry ice is accepted by an operators and these operators may be issuing the written
operator, even though the cargo reservation staff do not information to the pilot-in-command (NOTOC) them-
necessarily need to know all the packing, labelling and selves. In this case, issuing NOTOC is clearly not a task
documentation requirements, they must be made aware for the function of accepting dangerous goods.
of their own aircraft loading limitation before confirming (c) Competency factors: once the task and sub-tasksthe booking; otherwise, if the total quantity of dry ice of lists are established, the employer can continue tothe confirmed bookings exceed the aircraft loading limi- determine the competency factors (knowledge, skillstation, some accepted shipments will not be flown as and attitude) required for the individual tasks andbooked. It is important to remember that a function is not sub-tasks. When identifying the competency factors,a job title but one that describes the core responsibility of the employer may at the same time define the levelan employee in their function. For instance, some person- of proficiency needed for the individual tasks and/ornel of a ground service provider at the passenger terminal sub-tasks. Some examples of the competency fac-can share a title of “Handling Agent”, some of them are tors mapping against different tasks with indicationassigned to positions on the check-in counters, solely on the level of proficiency can be found in Tableresponsible for checking-in passengers while others are 6.1.C.responsible for loading baggage. Although both teams
have the same job title (“Handling Agent”) and work at the
passenger terminal, their job functions are very different.
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TABLE 6.1.C
Examples of Competency Factors Mapping Against Tasks

Level ofJob Function Task Sub-Task Knowledge Skills Attitude Proficiency
Personnel who pre- Prepare dangerous Apply marks The marks appli- How to apply the Being motivated to 
pare dangerous goods consignment cable to the danger- marks on the pack- ensure safety and to
goods consignment ous goods package age (e.g. location of comply with appli-

the marks) cable regulations
Wanting to adhereComplete the Ship- Information required How to complete the to regulations inper’s Declaration on the Shipper’s Shipper’s Declar- asking relevant andDeclaration ation accurately effective questions

Personnel who pro- Process/accept cargo Complete accept- Items on the accept- How to complete the Appreciating feed- 
cess or accept ance checklist ance checklist that acceptance check- back from team
dangerous goods need to be checked list members
consignment Collect safety data Report undeclared The definition of un- How to report (e.g. 

dangerous goods declared dangerous any form to com-
(to the company’s goods and that un- plete, the details re-
responsible depart- declared dangerous quired)
ment, e.g. safety de- goods occurrences
partment) need to be reported

(and to who)

6.1.4 In addition to developing task lists, employers certain functions, which contain different course contents.
should consolidate and analyse all the relevant docu- In general, initial training courses are suitable for anyone
ments, such as local regulations and internal standard who possesses minimal knowledge of dangerous goods
operating procedure (SOP), which contain information and recurrent training courses are for participants who
that their employees must be trained to perform the hold a valid dangerous goods qualification. Differentiating
assigned function. Through the analysis, the specific between an initial and a recurrent training is particularly
requirements will be identified and can later be included suitable for functions that require vast knowledge and
in the training program comprehensively. This step is involve complex tasks, such as processing/
important even if the employer decides to engage with a accepting cargo because some of these details can be
third-party training service provider for their service be- more challenging for participants who attend an initial
cause these company specific requirements are often not course.
covered but the employer must ensure that the em- 6.1.6.2 Dangerous goods initial and recurrent trainingployees will be provided with the necessary information. are required by the regulations:Occasionally, third-party training service providers offer

(a) Initial training must be provided prior to a personcustomised solutions on request, which can potentially
performing their functions related to the transport ofaccommodate any company specific requirements.
cargo or managing passenger and baggage. Effec-

6.1.5 When analysing the training needs, the target tively and unless otherwise required by the national
population should also be studied. The characteristics of authorities, it refers to the first time a trainee receives
the target population, such as their background, experi- dangerous goods instructions according to their func-
ence and language skills, can have an influence on how tion or a new function if gaps have been identified.
the training designers design the training and assessment (b) Recurrent training must be provided within 24materials. This information can assist designers to select months of previous training to ensure knowledge isthe appropriate training delivery method and develop current. However, if recurrent training is completeddifferent levels of challenges for the assessments. within the final 3 months of validity of previous
6.1.6 Frequency of training is another element that training, the period of validity extends from the month
should be considered in this phase. In competency-based on which the recurrent training was completed until
training, dangerous goods training courses belong to a 24 months from the expiry month of that previous
training event, and other training events should be intro- training.
duced between courses, especially for personnel who 6.1.6.3 However, there are situations in which there aremay be carrying out certain tasks within the function irregularities in the job continuity of an employee. In thisinfrequently. These training events may not be a struc- case, an intervention is needed to ensure the competencytured taught courses but some brief online courses or a of the employee and any potential gaps to be addressedset of practicals exercises to refresh their memories and before restarting their job function. Table 6.1.D are someremain competent. suggestions on what actions can be taken corresponding
6.1.6.1 Dangerous goods training courses are tradition- to the duration of absence of the employees from the
ally divided into initial training and recurrent training for assigned function.
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This phase includes designing two major componentsTABLE 6.1.D
based on the training specification produced in theSuggested Actions Based on the Duration of
previous phase (Figure 6.2.A):Absence
— an assessment plan that will be used to assess the

competence of trainees;Duration of Suggested ActionAbsence — a training plan that will enable the development and
delivery of the training course.Up to 3 months Provide the employees with regulatory

or business requirements changes or
FIGURE 6.2.Aupdates and ensure their

Phase 2—Design Competency-Based Trainingunderstanding of these changes.
and Assessment PlansBetween 3 and In addition to the above, undergo a

12 months practical assessment for example “on
the job session” or simulation. The
employer must provide a brief
observation report for the employee
with any identified gaps to be filled
and with information to be
complemented in order to reach the
currently required competency again.

More than 12 Recurrent training program
months

6.1.7 At the end of this phase, the employer will have a
training specification, which contains a list of tasks that
each identified function will be trained on, the specific
operational, technical, regulatory, organisational and other
necessary requirements, qualitative information about the
employees to be trained, and other special requests (e.g.
training frequency and language to be used). This training
specification is compulsory for designing the training and
assessment plans in the next phase.

6.1.8 In addition to the training specification, some
employers may also want to develop a list of generic
competencies that they find relevant to their employees.
These competencies can be very general, related to the 6.2.1 Designing an Assessment Plan
day-to-day work environment, such as communication, 6.2.1.1 The purpose of the assessment plan is to detailleadership, teamwork, problem solving and decision mak- how the trainees are to be measured against the compe-ing, but not specific to dangerous goods functions. These tency that they are expected to have and the tasks theygeneric competencies can be considered together with are assigned to perform. A well-defined and constructedthe training specifications at a later stage. assessment plan allows:

(a) the employer to prove the level of competency of6.2 Phase 2—Design Competency- their employees and justify it for regulatory purposes,Based Training and Assessment (CBTA) operational and technical requirements.
(b) the employee to gain the confidence of their compe-Analysis of the training needs will form the foundation of

tency and to focus on the areas of knowledge thatthe competency-based training and assessment program,
may require reinforcement and the skills that must beand this phase will develop the backbone of the program.
further developed.
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6.2.1.2 When developing the assessment plan, the em- (e) assessments are reliable. All assessors should reach
ployer should work backward by first determining what the the same conclusion when performing an assess-
ultimate competency standard the job function must ment.
achieve, and then put together the pieces that will assist 6.2.1.5 In terms of assessment methods, the primaryin reaching that ultimate goal. A complete assessment method is the conduct of practical assessments becauseplan should include the following elements: the focus is on an integrated performance of competen-
(a) the final competency standard associated with the cies. Competency-based training encourages the use of

job function; blended assessment methods, such as supplementing
(b) the interim competency standard associated with practical assessments with other forms of evaluation, so

each milestone, if the training has been divided into that the trainees' competencies can be evaluated compre-
milestones; hensively, and the assessor can confirm that knowledge

has been transferred successfully and the trainees have(c) the list of assessments (formative and summative
achieved the competencies required to perform the as-assessments, examinations, oral assessments, etc.)
signed functions. Practical assessments can include ob-required for each of the task(s) that have been
served practical exercises, online practical exercises,defined;
projects or simulations and observation of on-the-job(d) when assessments should take place; performance by fully trained personnel, and other forms of

(e) the tools to be used to collect evidence during evaluation can be written examinations or oral assess-
practical assessment; ments. Examples of blended assessment approach are

(f) the pass marks for projects, examinations or oral illustrated in Table 6.2.B.
assessments;

TABLE 6.2.B(g) if required, the minimum number of formative assess-
Examples of Assessment Plan for “Personnelments to be undertaken prior to starting summative

assessments; and Responsible for Processing or Accepting
Dangerous Goods Consignments”(h) the number of observations required to assess per-

formance for the interim and final competency stan-
Performancedards. Task Assessment MethodCriteria

6.2.1.3 Competency-based training requires assessment 0 - Understanding Identify different hid- Quizzes and task observation
of the trainees’ progress until they are competent to the basics of den dangerous
perform their assigned function. Instead of having a single dangerous goods goods and take the

correct actions intraining course assessment at the end of the course,
emergency circum-competency-based training encourages assessment stance

throughout the employees' career. This concept can
3 - Processing/ Accept/Reject accu- a. Simulation including docu-confirm that trainee is progressing towards competence at accepting cargo rately “x” (where x is mentation (AWB, DGD, Ap-

an acceptable pace and at the same time provides the a number) ship- proval) and packaging verifi-
employer inputs to adjust or review the training plan to fit ments containing cation by utilising an accept-

dangerous goods ance checklistthe competencies as needed.
b. Job shadowing for6.2.1.4 Along the process of developing the details of 2 weeks with peer reports.

the assessment plan, the employer should ensure that
7 - Collecting Accurately describe Practical exercises and pres-the principles below are adopted: safety data process for reporting entation.

where undeclared(a) clear performance criteria are used to assess com-
dangerous goodspetence and the criteria should be objective and are identified in car-measurable; go offered for trans-
port(b) an integrated performance of the competencies is

observed. The trainee undergoing assessment must
demonstrate all competencies and their seamless 6.2.1.6 Employers electing to send personnel to third-
interaction with each other; party training providers for dangerous goods training

courses also need to establish an assessment plan for(c) multiple observations are undertaken. Multiple obser-
ensuring that competence has been achieved by thevations must be carried out to determine whether or
trainees. The employer may incorporate the third-partynot a trainee has achieved the interim and/or final
provider's assessment into their established assessmentcompetency standard;
plan but it is up to the employer to determine how they(d) assessments are valid. All the tasks that are related
measure the effectiveness of the training and competencyto the personnel's assigned job function must be
of the trainee. Even if some employers do not deliver anyassessed. There must be sufficient evidence to
training courses themselves, they can still create otherensure that the trainee meets the competency speci-
training events, especially for those that can be com-fied by the interim and/or final competency standard.
pleted in the real life work environment (e.g. jobThe trainee must not be asked to provide evidence
shadowing), and then assess the trainees in the work-for, or be assessed against, activities that are outside
place to ensure they can perform their assigned tasksof the scope of the assigned job function.
competently.
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6.2.1.7 Additional administrative procedures may be offer the opportunity of participation from the trainees
necessary in the implementation of the assessment plan in the form of chats, polls and screen sharing. There
in relation to: are many platforms that can facilitate virtual class-

room training, such as Microsoft Teams, WebEx and(a) who is authorised to perform a specific task or
Zoom.assessment;

(b) roles and responsibilities of personnel during the Classroom training is mostly used for delivering the core
conduct of assessments; dangerous goods training courses. The size of the class-

room recommendation applicable to both physically and(c) assessment procedures (preparation, conduct and
virtually instructor led is between 12 to 15 participants butpost-assessment);
a maximum of 20 participants.(d) conditions under which assessment are to be under-
(c) e-learning: sometimes also known as computer-taken;

based training (CBT) is commonly used as a self-(e) record-keeping; and paced and individual approach. Learning materials
(f) actions to be taken if a trainee fails a competency can be delivered in the form of study notes, videos or

assessment. even animations. Traditionally, the trainees use a
device, such as a computer or tablet remotely or at aShould these procedures be determined, they should be
designated location and can potentially be asked todescribed in the training and procedures manual of the
complete the training within a determined period oremployer.
completely at their own pace. It usually incorporates
assessments, such as short quizzes or exercises in6.2.2 Designing a Training Plan the middle of the learning process and provides

6.2.2.1 In addition to an assessment plan, a training answer and explanation instantly, and may or may
plan is equally important. This training plan lays out the not include a final assessment.
training required according to the training specification. (d) Distance learning (self-study): this is also a self-
The training plan should not focus on only the core paced and individual approach. Traditionally the
dangerous goods training course itself but a series of trainees use the course materials (reading materials,
training modules or events; the core dangerous goods videos, presentations, notes) provided at their dis-
course is only one of the events. The training plan should posal and learn at their own pace. The trainees may
detail the following elements: or may not be given opportunities to interact with a
(a) composition and structure of the program; coach or instructor during the learning process. They

may be required to complete the training in a(b) syllabus;
determined period or completely at their own pace.(c) milestones (if required); Assessments are usually conducted under invigilation

(d) modules, training events and their delivery sequence; at a determined location.
(e) delivery format (type of training, media, etc); and (e) Virtual simulation: this is to create the real-life work
(f) training schedule. environment virtually. This tool is especially useful

when the real-life environment is not available or hasThe training plan will be used by the training designer(s) access restrictions. It has been widely used for pilots,to create the training and assessment materials. such as to practice taking off and landing at certain
6.2.2.2 In terms of deciding on the delivery format, the airports. Virtual simulation also provides the oppor-
target population, frequency of training and complexity of tunity to get familiar to the upcoming work environ-
job functions should be considered. For instance, the ment as well as to experience potential situations that
dangerous goods tasks to be carried out by flight crew may not frequently occur.
are comparably less complex than those to be completed (f) Group discussions: they are very often scenario
by acceptance staff of dangerous goods shipments, and based. Trainees are provided with a hypothetical
therefore, more frequent e-learning courses are suitable. situation and are invited to express their opinion,
Another example is staff who accept passenger baggage, perform an activity or resolve the situation. Facilita-
where new passenger baggage items can evolve rapidly, tors or instructors would participate in the discussions
it is possible to develop short online exercises to address and provide feedback on the spot so that trainees
these new items in-between the time when the staff was can learn interactively. Group discussions are suit-
last trained and assessed, and before the time for the able for practical exercises; the major benefits are
recurrent training as required by the regulations. that one can learn from others and with lots of

interactions but the disadvantage is that highly com-6.2.2.2.1 The method of delivering dangerous goods
petent trainees may dominate the discussions, whichtraining commonly used include:
results in minimal participation from the less com-(a) Physical classroom instructor led: this is the petent trainees. Group discussions should not beclassical training delivered in a physical location used alone as the only training delivery method,attended by all participants and guided by an instruc- especially for complex tasks or tasks that requiretor face-to-face. It requires the physical displacement high level of proficiency.of both the trainer and the trainees.

(b) Virtual classroom instructor led: this type of train-
ing allows participants to join the instructor remotely
in a virtual location/classroom through an online
platform. It is intended to be interactive and must
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(g) On-the Job training (OJT): it refers to performing FIGURE 6.3.A
tasks under supervision. Although it is often termed Phase 3—Develop the Training and Assessment
as “training”, it should not be used alone but comp- Materials
lementing other training methods as practical experi-
ence sessions in a job.

The above methods of delivering dangerous goods train-
ing may be used in combination to achieve the required
objective. For example, e-learning may be supplemented
with on-the-job training to verify that the trainee is
competent.

6.2.2.3.2 Table 6.2.C illustrates the application of a
blended approach of using different delivery methods for
“personnel responsible for processing or accepting
dangerous goods consignments” (see 6.3). Ideally, the
delivery method of training should be determined based
on the level of proficiency that needs to be achieved for
different tasks.

TABLE 6.2.C
Examples of Blended Delivery Methods of

6.3.2 The designer needs to bear in mind that theTraining for Different Tasks and Levels of
training and assessment materials should not be address-Proficiency
ing only the core dangerous goods course(s) but all the
various training events. For instance, if it was determinedLevel of Delivery Method ofTask in Phase 2 that a training plan for personnel who need toProficiency Training
classify dangerous goods consignment will include a

Understanding Introductory E-learning classroom taught course (i.e. training event A), simulation
the basics of exercise to classify dangerous goods (i.e. training event
dangerous B) and on-the-job shadowing to prepare dangerous goods

goods consignments (i.e. training event C), then the training
materials should include the training course materialsProcessing/ Intermediate Physical classroom
(e.g. student handbook), and other materials that areaccepting instructor led and
relevant to the simulation exercise and on-the-jobcargo virtual simulation
shadowing. Even if no other training materials are

Collecting Basic Group discussion deemed to be necessary for the other two training events
safety data (scenario based) (i.e. B & C), at least the course materials for training

event A should address the competencies required for
6.2.3 By the end of this phase, the employer will have those events. In terms of the assessment materials, there
an assessment plan and a training plan created based on should be an examination paper for training event A,
the training specification. The training plan will indicate shipment classification exercise from dangerous goods
the syllabus and various modules the personnel of handled by the company in the past for training event B
different functions should be trained and the schedule of and task lists for preparing consignments and documents
when each event should take place, and meanwhile, the accompanied by a checklist to assess if the tasks on the
assessment plan will form the framework of how the task lists can be competently accomplished or not for
trainees should be evaluated on their performance. training event C. A summary of this example can be

found in Table 6.3.B.
6.3 Phase 3—Develop the Training and

TABLE 6.3.BAssessment Materials Examples of Training and Assessment Materials
6.3.1 In this phase of developing and implementing a for Training Events
competency-based training and assessment program, the
training designer will have to develop the training and Classroom Simulationassessment materials based on the training and assess- Taught Job ShadowingExerciseCourse (Event C)ment plans derived from Phase 2. Typical training and (Event B)(Event A)assessment materials include training notes, student

Training Student Training material Training materialhandbook, case studies, presentations, video clips, exam-
Material handbook, from Event A, a from Event A andinations, practical exercises and on-the-job-observations. exercise book simple job aid Event B

Assessment Examination A set of simulation A list of tasks to be
Material paper exercises carried out A check-

list to verify that the
tasks have been

carried out satisfac-
torily
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plans developed in Phase 2. During the process, the6.4 Phase 4—Train in Accordance with
training and assessment personnel should monitor thethe Training and Assessment Plans trainees’ progress against the interim and final competen-
cy standard, and provide timely and continuous feedback.6.4.1 When the training and assessment materials are
At the end of the training program, the trainees should bewell prepared, the training designers should determine
competent to perform the function that they have beenthe facilities and equipment, and training and assessment
assigned and carry out the tasks related to their assignedpersonnel required to conduct the training as planned.
function. If the assessment results show that someFor the core dangerous goods training course(s), the
trainees are yet to be competent, then more supportcourse instructor will be the training and assessment
should be provided to these trainees through the meanspersonnel. In the cases where third-party training service
of additional tutoring, exercises or on-the-job practices.providers are partnered with, the facilities and equipment

for conducting the core dangerous training courses may
already be included in the solution offered by the service 6.5 Phase 5—Evaluate the Training
providers. and Assessment Program

6.5.1 The employer is responsible for ensuring theFIGURE 6.4.A
effectiveness of the training program. At the end of aPhase 4—Train in Accordance with the Training
period of training, feedback from the trainees, and trainingand Assessment Plans
and assessment personnel should be gathered to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the training and assessment
program in supporting the progression of learning towards
competence in the workplace. Evaluation of the training
should be based on valid and reliable evidence such as
course results, trainee feedback, reports from other train-
ing and assessment personnel, audit reports, and occur-
rence reports. This evaluation may lead to changes or
improvements being made to the competency-based
training and assessment design. Either the employer or
their appointed assessor is responsible for evaluating the
effectiveness of the training program. If this responsibility
is outsourced to an appointed assessor, this person
should be made familiar to the company's process in
developing the whole program from the very first phase.

FIGURE 6.5.A
Phase 5—Evaluate the Training and Assessment

Program

6.4.2 Since the competency-based training and assess-
ment program includes more than just the core dangerous
goods training course(s), facilities and equipment, and
training and assessment personnel in addition to course
instructor(s) are required. Taking the examples as shown
in Table 6.3.B, the simulation exercise in Event B can be
computer based. The student handbook could be distrib-
uted by the course instructor at Event A, the simple job
aid can be provided electronically with a brief introduction
prior to doing the set of computer-based simulation
exercises, and trainees will only need a computer (i.e.
equipment) to complete the exercises. With regard to the
on-the-job shadowing in Event C, no specific facilities will
be needed, except for being at the actual work environ- 6.5.2 The objectives of evaluating the training programment, the equipment required will exactly be the same as effectiveness are to:those needed for performing the tasks (e.g. the IATA

(a) Improve training program–Continuous improvementDangerous Goods Regulations), and the training and
is desirable in any area as training is not a singleassessment personnel can be the direct supervisor of the
event, but repeats throughout the employee's career.trainees or the peer who are experienced.
It is expected that competences are maintained at a6.4.3 After all the essential items and personnel have minimum while accompanying regulatory updatesbeen identified and put in place, the training can now and evolutions. Therefore, improving the trainingcommence. All training events and assessments should program brings benefits not only for future partici-be carried out according to the training and assessment
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pants, but also improves the experience of those who TABLE 6.5.B
are already following it. Sample Survey Questions (continued)

(b) Confirm the relevancy of training–Prove that the
Target Audience Survey Questionsrelevant competencies are trained and at the appro-

priate level of proficiency. In other words, the pro- Training and ● Were the training objectives
gram meets the expectations of the employer and the assessment personnel clear?
employees. 6.2.1–“Design an assessment plan” ad- ● How often did you observedresses the needs and methods to evaluate a difficulties from trainees inspecific trainee. However, if the training is not being following the learning pace?effective, unexpected negative results can be created

● Did the trainees struggle indue to an issue in the training program, rather than
completing the hands-onindividual differences.
tasks?(c) Provide evidence of the added value–Training pro-

gram evaluation helps to explain how training is
6.5.4.2 Interviews–these can be conducted withsupporting the business. Considering the investment
trainees, and training and assessment personnel separ-necessary in training, a link should be made between
ately because the two groups of target audience arethe resources and costs involved in the development
viewing the training from different perspectives. Similar toand delivery of training and the resulting value
surveys, interviews can include both open-ended andadded. The evaluation should identify how specific
closed questions, except that interviews can trigger moreissues were addressed. Additionally, as the business
impulse conversations and interactions, and can poten-environment will change over time, the training needs
tially drill further for deeper insights. Interviews can beanalysis should be systematically reviewed to ensure
costly and time consuming but can be conducted afterthat the training assessment plans remain valid.
collecting some feedback through surveys so as to have6.5.3 In this context, evaluating the training program can a more targeted discussion.benefit:
6.5.4.3 Analyse training assessment results–The— the employers by providing assurance that the train-
result of each training assessment (e.g. course examin-ing program is delivering a competent workforce that
ation result and other practical exercise result) can becan fulfil the business needs;
analysed for indications on whether or not there was a— the employees by ensuring that they are competent disconnect between the training materials and the compe-to perform their assigned job function(s). tency required for the job function. For example, if a
significant percentage of trainees answer a particular6.5.4 Sample Tools for Training Program Assess-
question incorrectly, this should trigger a review of thement
training design and materials on that specific area.There are a number of different tools that may be used to
6.5.4.4 Occurrence trend/Failure rate–this evaluationevaluate the training program. Examples of these include:
tool is somewhat tied into the company’s reporting cul-6.5.4.1 Surveys–post-training surveys can be directed ture. By tallying the number of occurrences (e.g. howto both trainees and training and assessment personnel. many damaged packages were reported because ofTable 6.5.B below shows some sample survey questions rough handling at the warehouse), the employer orthat one can consider. The benefit of surveys is that they appointed assessor will see the full picture of whichcan be completed anonymously within a given time frame; weaknesses will require improvement. For some oper-however, many participants tend to either ignore the ations, it may not necessary be occurrence trend butsurveys or provide overly positive answers. failure rate, such as counting the number of dangerous
goods shipments that were rejected by the operators.TABLE 6.5.B However, no matter if it would be the occurrence trend or

Sample Survey Questions failure rate that is to be reviewed, it is important to ensure
that thorough investigations were completed before draw-

Target Audience Survey Questions ing the conclusion. For example, when assessors of
shippers review the number of shipments rejected by theTrainee ● Was the training relevant to operators, they should first check whether the rejectionthe function you are as- reasons were valid or not. Assuming that the rejectionsigned to? reasons were valid, then the assessors should further

● Was the level of difficulty of study if it was a one-off incident or occurring repeatedly; if
the training adequate? it were the latter, and more than one employee experi-

enced the same issue, then the training plan and ma-● Were the training materials
terials on the specific area should be revisited.interesting and engaging?

● Which training event was 6.5.4.5 On the job observations–similar to studying
the most relevant to the the occurrence trend/failure rate, on the job observations
tasks you have to com- will provide the most accurate information because these
plete? can be done unannounced and the tasks being performed

by the employees are at the actual work environment .
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6.5.5 After evaluating the effectiveness of the training ● when training was provided;
program by using various tools, a program evaluation ● who attended the training;
report will be produced, and the employer should make ● who delivered the training;the necessary adjustment to the training program based

● most recent training session;on the report. Depending on the observations in the
report, sometimes, it may not even be necessary to ● when there was an assessment;
improve the training and assessment plans but to change ● who assessed the trainee;
the training specification. ● to prove which tasks are covered by the training/

assessment;6.6 Training and Assessment Records ● achieved proficiency level.
6.6.1 Employers must maintain a record of training and Note:assessment for personnel. Paragraph 1.5.1.4 of the DGR Where a certificate of dangerous goods training is pro-requires that the record of training and assessment must vided to the employee, the certificate should clearlybe maintained, which must include: describe the function addressed by the training and
● the individual's name; should include a reference to training and assessment

materials used. Examples of possible wording on a● the most recent training and assessment completion
training certificate include, “Dangerous goods acceptance,month;
other than Class 7, syllabus no. 3.1, effective 5 October● a description, copy or reference to training and
2022”, “Preparation of dangerous goods consignments -assessment materials used to meet the training and
Classes 3, 8 and 9 only, training / assessment no. 4A, 21assessment requirements;
November 2022”.● the name and address of the organization providing

the training and assessment; and 6.7 Qualifications and Competencies● evidence which shows that personnel have been of Training and Assessment Personnelassessed as competent to perform any function for
which they are responsible. 6.7.1 Depends on what training events the

competency-based training and assessment program in-Training and assessment records must be retained by the
clude, there can be multiple training and assessmentemployer for a minimum period of 36 months from the
personnel. The most typical ones are the instructors whomost recent training and assessment completion month
conduct the dangerous goods training (taught) courses;and must be made available upon request to the em-
however, there can be also others, such as supervisors orployee or appropriate national authority.
peers who are more experienced, especially in the case

Typically training records are required by the following of job shadowing. Employers must ensure that all these
stakeholders: involved training and assessment personnel understand
(a) employees: prove the acquired competency for their the objective of the training program, the competency that

assigned function(s) and respective tasks; the trainees need to achieve and the individual training
and assessment activities that they are responsible for.(b) employers: to comply with the regulations, and

manage work force and ensure their employees are 6.7.2 Generally, the level of proficiency required from
competent to perform the tasks related to their the dangerous goods course training and assessment
assigned function(s); it can be used to make critical personnel (i.e. course instructors) is high, they should
operational decisions for the organization based on demonstrate “advanced” proficiency level as described in
the skill set available; 2.2.3 related to the functions that they teach. More

(c) auditors/inspectors: to inspect that the employees information about instructor qualifications and competen-
are competent to perform the job function and cies can be found in the IATA Dangerous Goods Regu-
complies with the regulations on training requirement; lations Instructor’s Toolkit. See
and Website: https://www.iata.org/en/publications/store/

(d) instructors/training providers/training and as- dgr-training-books/
sessment personnel: to provide proof that training 6.7.3 Training and assessment personnel other thanhas been delivered and assessments were com- course instructors should have at least undertaken thepleted. training events related to the function or tasks that they

6.6.2 The assessment records serve as formal infor- are training and assessing, with suitable experience in
mation on several aspects important to all the parties performing such function or tasks.
mentioned above:
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FIGURE 6.7.A
Dangerous Goods Functions—Process Flowchart
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TABLE 6.7.B
Dangerous Goods Task List Template

Knowledge Classifying Preparing Pro- Managing Accepting Trans- Collecting
Base dangerous dangerous cessing/ cargo pre- passenger porting safety data

goods goods accepting loading and crew cargo/
shipment cargo baggage baggage

0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability

0.1.1 Understand the definition

0.1.2 Recognize the legal framework
(global, national)

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk

0.2 Understanding the general limitations

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden
dangerous goods

0.2.2 Recognize potential hidden
dangerous goods

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger pro-
visions

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective
role of the supply chain stake-
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passenger's re-
sponsibilities

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State &
operator variations

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification
& packaging

0.4.1 Identify the general information
about classes, divisions

0.4.2 Understand general principles of
Packing Groups

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards

0.5 Understanding hazard communication

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking re-
quirements

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling re-
quirements

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response

0.6.1 Create awareness about general
emergency procedures

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emerg-
ency response requirements

1 Classifying dangerous goods

1.1 Evaluate a substance or an article against the
classification criteria

1.1.1 Determine if it is dangerous goods

1.1.2 Determine if it is forbidden under
any circumstances

1.2 Determine dangerous goods description

1.2.1 Determine class or division

1.2.2 Determine packing group

1.2.3 Determine proper shipping name
and UN number

1.2.4 Determine if it is forbidden unless
approval or exemption is granted

1.3 Review special provisions

1.3.1 Assess if special provision(s) is
applicable

1.3.2 Apply special provision(s)
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TABLE 6.7.B
Dangerous Goods Task List Template (continued)

Knowledge Classifying Preparing Pro- Managing Accepting Trans- Collecting
Base dangerous dangerous cessing/ cargo pre- passenger porting safety data

goods goods accepting loading and crew cargo/
shipment cargo baggage baggage

2 Preparing dangerous goods shipment

2.1 Assess packing options including quantity
limitations

2.1.1 Consider limitations (de minimis
quantities, excepted quantities, lim-
ited quantities, passenger aircraft,
cargo aircraft only, special pro-
visions, dangerous goods in the
mail)

2.1.2 Consider State and operator vari-
ations

2.1.3 Determine if all-packed-in-one can
be used

2.1.4 Select how dangerous goods will
be shipped based on limitations
and variations

2.2 Apply packing requirements

2.2.1 Consider constraints of packing in-
structions

2.2.2 identify and follow the instructions
provided by the packaging manu-
facturer when UN specification
packaging is used

2.2.3 Select appropriate packaging ma-
terials (absorbent, cushioning, etc.)

2.2.4 Assemble package

2.3 Apply marks and labels

2.3.1 Determine applicable marks

2.3.2 Apply marks

2.3.3 Determine applicable labels

2.3.4 Apply labels

2.4 Assess use of overpack

2.4.1 Determine if overpack can be used

2.4.2 Apply marks if necessary

2.4.3 Apply labels if necessary

2.5 Prepare documentation

2.5.1 Complete the Shipper's Declaration

2.5.2 Complete other transport docu-
ments (e.g. air waybill)

2.5.3 Include other required documen-
tation (approvals/exemptions, etc.)

2.5.4 Retain copies of documents
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TABLE 6.7.B
Dangerous Goods Task List Template (continued)

Knowledge Classifying Preparing Pro- Managing Accepting Trans- Collecting
Base dangerous dangerous cessing/ cargo pre- passenger porting safety data

goods goods accepting loading and crew cargo/
shipment cargo baggage baggage

3 Processing/accepting cargo

3.1 Review documentation

3.1.1 Verify Shipper's Declaration

3.1.2 Verify other transport documents
(e.g. air waybill)

3.1.3 Verify other documents (exemp-
tions, approvals, etc.)

3.1.4 Verify State/operator variations

3.2 Review package(s)

3.2.1 Verify marks

3.2.2 Verify labels

3.2.3 Verify packaging type

3.2.4 Verify package conditions

3.2.5 Verify State/operator variations

3.3 Complete acceptance procedures

3.3.1 Complete acceptance checklist

3.3.2 Provide shipment information for
load planning

3.3.3 Retain documents

3.4 Process/accept cargo other than dangerous
goods

3.4.1 Check documentation for indi-
cations of hidden/undeclared
dangerous goods

3.4.2 Check packages for indications of
hidden/undeclared dangerous
goods

4 Managing cargo pre-loading

4.1 Plan loading

4.1.1 Determine stowage requirements

4.1.2 Determine segregation, separation,
compartment limitations

4.2 Prepare load for aircraft

4.2.1 Check packages for indications of
hidden/undeclared dangerous
goods

4.2.2 Check for damage and/or leakage

4.2.3 Apply stowage requirements (i.e.
segregation, separation, orien-
tation, securing and protecting from
damage)

4.2.4 Apply ULD tags when applicable

4.2.5 Transport cargo to aircraft

4.3 Issue NOTOC

4.3.1 Enter required information

4.3.2 Verify conformance with load plan

4.3.3 Transmit to loading personnel

5 Accepting passenger and crew baggage

5.1 Process baggage

5.1.1 Identify forbidden dangerous goods

5.1.2 Apply approval requirements

5.2 Accept baggage

5.2.1 Apply operator requirements

5.2.2 Verify passenger baggage require-
ments

5.2.3 Advise pilot-in-command, when
applicable
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TABLE 6.7.B
Dangerous Goods Task List Template (continued)

Knowledge Classifying Preparing Pro- Managing Accepting Trans- Collecting
Base dangerous dangerous cessing/ cargo pre- passenger porting safety data

goods goods accepting loading and crew cargo/
shipment cargo baggage baggage

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.1 Load aircraft

6.1.1 Transport cargo/baggage to aircraft

6.1.2 Check packages for indications of
hidden/undeclared dangerous
goods

6.1.3 Check for damage and/or leakage

6.1.4 Apply stowage requirements (i.e.
segregation, separation, orien-
tation, securing and protecting from
damage)

6.1.5 Verify aircraft load against NOTOC

6.1.6 Provide NOTOC information to
pilot-in-command and flight oper-
ations officer/flight dispatcher

6.2 Manage dangerous goods pre and during
flight

6.2.1 Address dangerous goods not per-
mitted in baggage

6.2.2 Interpret NOTOC

6.2.3 Apply procedures in the event of
an emergency

6.2.4 Inform flight operations officer/flight
dispatcher/air traffic control in the
event of an emergency

6.2.5 Inform emergency services of the
dangerous goods on the NOTOC
in the event of an emergency

6.3 Unload aircraft

6.3.1 Apply specific unloading consider-
ations

6.3.2 Check packages for indications of
hidden/undeclared dangerous
goods

6.3.3 Check for damage and/or leakage

6.3.4 Transport cargo/baggage to
facility/terminal

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous
goods

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences
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7 Adapted Task Lists for Certain Well-Defined Functions

7.0 Relationship between Well-Defined Functions and the Task Lists
This section provides examples of well-defined functions typically performed in the process of cargo and passenger
Operations for which dangerous goods training is required.

The examples in this section may be used for designing the training and assessment programs. However, the tasks and
sub-tasks, and the level of proficiency shown here are only recommendations. Additional training and assessment may be
required for personnel assigned with additional responsibilities, and less training and assessment may be needed for
personnel assigned with fewer responsibilities than those presented in these lists. Furthermore, some employers may
divide the job functions differently, and as a result, they will have a different training specification.

Ultimately the employer is responsible for ensuring employees are competent to perform the functions they are assigned
to and must therefore ensure that training programs are designed to accomplish this. Dangerous goods training programs
are subject to appropriate national authority approval in accordance with national regulations, policies and procedures.

7.1 Function: Personnel Responsible for Preparing Dangerous Goods
Consignments
Training and assessment for personnel preparing dangerous goods consignments for transport may be tailored to address
only those classes, divisions or even UN numbers that they prepare for transport. Training and assessment may also be
limited to address only the specific tasks personnel perform. For example, where personnel are only responsible for the
packing, marking and labelling of packages and overpacks, training and assessment may be tailored to address just those
tasks. The following are tasks that these personnel typically perform and for which training and assessment would
therefore be required.

TABLE 7.1.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Preparing Dangerous Goods Consignments

Function: Personnel preparing dangerous goods consignments for transport (Personnel Classifying dangerous Preparing dangerous
classifying dangerous goods for transport is provided simultaneously) goods goods shipment
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods  

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability  

0.1.1 Understand the definition  

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national)  

0.1.3 Identify the application scope  

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk  

0.2 Understanding the general limitations  

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods  

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods  

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions  

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities  

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain  
stakeholders

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations  

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification and packaging  

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions  

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups  

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards  

0.5 Understanding hazard communication  

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements  

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling and requirements  

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation  
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TABLE 7.1.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Preparing Dangerous Goods

Consignments (continued)

Function: Personnel preparing dangerous goods consignments for transport (Personnel Classifying dangerous Preparing dangerous
classifying dangerous goods for transport is provided simultaneously) goods goods shipment

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response  

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures  

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response require-  
ments

1 Classifying dangerous goods

1.1 Evaluate a substance or an article against the classification criteria  

1.1.1 Determine if it is dangerous goods  

1.1.2 Determine if it is forbidden under any circumstances  

1.2 Determine dangerous goods description  

1.2.1 Determine class or division  

1.2.2 Determine packing group  

1.2.3 Determine proper shipping name and UN number  

1.2.4 Determine if it is forbidden unless approval or exemption is  
granted

1.3 Review special provisions  

1.3.1 Assess if special provision(s) is applicable  

1.3.2 Apply special provision(s)  

2 Preparing dangerous goods shipment

2.1 Assess packing options including quantity limitations 

2.1.1 Consider limitations (de minimis quantities, excepted quan- 
tities, limited quantities, passenger aircraft, cargo aircraft
only, special provisions, dangerous goods in the mail)

2.1.2 Consider State and operator variations 

2.1.3 Determine if all-packed-in-one can be used 

2.1.4 Select how dangerous goods will be shipped based on 
limitations and variations

2.2 Apply packing requirements 

2.2.1 Consider constraints of packing instructions 

2.2.2 Identify and follow the instructions provided by the packag- 
ing manufacturer when UN specification packaging is used

2.2.3 Select appropriate packaging materials (absorbent, 
cushioning, etc.)

2.2.4 Assemble package 

2.3 Apply marks and labels 

2.3.1 Determine applicable marks 

2.3.2 Apply marks 

2.3.3 Determine applicable labels 

2.3.4 Apply labels 

2.4 Assess use of overpack 

2.4.1 Determine if overpack can be used 

2.4.2 Apply marks if necessary 

2.4.3 Apply labels if necessary 

2.5 Prepare documentation 

2.5.1 Complete the Shipper's Declaration 

2.5.2 Complete other transport documents (e.g. air waybill) 

2.5.3 Include other required documentation 
(approvals/exemptions, etc.)

2.5.4 Retain copies of documents 
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7.2 Function: Personnel Responsible for Processing or Accepting Goods Presented
as General Cargo
Personnel responsible for processing goods presented as general cargo must be competent to perform tasks aimed at
preventing undeclared dangerous goods from being accepted into air transport and loaded on an aircraft. They may work
for freight forwarders, ground handling agents or operators. Personnel would need to have relevant knowledge to
competently perform these tasks. They may need additional knowledge and be capable of performing at a more advanced
skill level depending on the actual function/tasks assigned. The following are tasks that these personnel typically perform
and for which training and assessment would therefore be required.

TABLE 7.2.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Processing or Accepting Goods Presented as

General Cargo

Function: Personnel responsible for processing or accepting goods presented as general cargo Processing/accepting cargo
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying different roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

3 Processing/accepting cargo

3.4 Process/accept cargo other than dangerous goods 

3.4.1 Check documentation for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

3.4.2 Check packages for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.3 Function: Personnel Responsible for Processing or Accepting Dangerous
Goods Consignments
Personnel responsible for processing or accepting dangerous goods consignments must be competent to perform tasks
aimed at verifying and validating that the dangerous goods being offered for transport comply with the applicable
provisions of the regulations and are in a suitable condition for air transport. They may work for freight forwarders, ground
handling agents or operators. Personnel would need to have relevant knowledge to competently perform these tasks. The
following are tasks that these personnel typically perform and for which training and assessment would therefore be
required.

TABLE 7.3.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Processing or Accepting Dangerous Goods

Consignments

Function: Personnel responsible for processing or accepting dangerous goods consignments Processing/accepting cargo
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognize the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate between hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarised with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying different roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognize the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

3 Processing/accepting cargo

3.1 Review documentation 

3.1.1 Verify Shipper's Declaration 

3.1.2 Verify other transport documents (e.g. air waybill) 

3.1.3 Verify other documents (exemptions, approvals, etc.) 

3.1.4 Verify State/operator variations 

3.2 Review package(s) 

3.2.1 Verify marks 

3.2.2 Verify labels 

3.2.3 Verify packaging type 

3.2.4 Verify package conditions 

3.2.5 Verify State/operator variations 

3.3 Complete acceptance procedures 

3.3.1 Complete acceptance checklist 

3.3.2 Provide shipment information for load planning 

3.3.3 Retain documents 
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TABLE 7.3.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Processing or Accepting Dangerous Goods

Consignments (continued)

Function: Personnel responsible for processing or accepting dangerous goods consignments Processing/accepting cargo
7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 

7.4 Function: Personnel Responsible for Handling Cargo in a Warehouse, Loading
and Unloading Unit Load Devices and Loading and Unloading Aircraft Cargo
Compartments
The following are tasks that personnel responsible for handling cargo in a warehouse, loading and unloading unit load
devices and loading and unloading passenger baggage and aircraft cargo compartments typically perform and for which
training and assessment would therefore be required.

TABLE 7.4.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Handling in a Warehouse, Loading and Unloading

Unit Load Devices and Loading and Unloading Aircraft Cargo Compartments

Function: Personnel responsible for handling cargo in a warehouse, loading and unloading ULD and loading and Managing cargo pre-loading
unloading aircraft cargo compartments.
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognize the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Under the employer's emergency response requirements 
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TABLE 7.4.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Handling in a Warehouse, Loading and Unloading

Unit Load Devices and Loading and Unloading Aircraft Cargo Compartments (continued)

Function: Personnel responsible for handling cargo in a warehouse, loading and unloading ULD and loading and Managing cargo pre-loading
unloading aircraft cargo compartments.
4 Managing cargo pre-loading

4.1 Plan the load 

4.1.1 Determine stowage requirements 

4.1.2 Determine segregation, separation, cargo compartment limitations 

4.2 Prepare load for aircraft 

4.2.1 Check packages for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

4.2.2 Check for damage and/or leakage 

4.2.3 Apply stowage requirements (i.e. segregation, separation, orientation, 
securing and protecting from damage)

4.2.4 Apply ULD tags when applicable 

4.2.5 Transport cargo to aircraft 

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.1 Load aircraft 

6.1.1 Transport cargo/baggage to aircraft 

6.1.2 Check packages for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

6.1.3 Check for damage and/or leakage 

6.1.4 Apply stowage requirements (i.e. segregation, separation, orientation, 
securing and protecting from damage)

6.1.5 Verify aircraft load against NOTOC 

6.1.6 Provide NOTOC information to pilot-in-command and flight operations 
officer/flight dispatcher

6.3 Unload aircraft 

6.3.1 Apply specific unloading considerations 

6.3.2 Check packages for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

6.3.3 Check for damage and/or leakage 

6.3.4 Transport cargo/baggage to 
facility/terminal

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.5 Function: Personnel Responsible for Accepting Passenger and Crew Baggage,
Managing Aircraft Boarding Areas and other Functions Involving Direct Passenger
Contact at an Airport
The following are tasks that personnel responsible for accepting passenger and crew baggage, managing aircraft
boarding areas and other functions involving direct passenger contact at an airport typically perform and for which training
and assessment would therefore be required.

TABLE 7.5.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for Accepting Passenger and Crew Baggage, Managing

Aircraft Boarding Areas and other Functions Involving Direct Passenger Contact at an Airport

Function: Personnel responsible for accepting passenger and crew baggage, managing aircraft boarding areas Accepting passenger and
and other functions involving direct passenger contact at an airport. crew baggage
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passengers responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

5 Accepting passenger and crew baggage

5.1 Process baggage 

5.1.1 Identify forbidden dangerous goods 

5.1.2 Apply approval requirements 

5.2 Accept baggage 

5.2.1 Apply operator requirements 

5.2.2 Verify passenger baggage requirements 

5.2.3 Advise pilot-in-command, when applicable 

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.6 Function: Personnel Responsible for the Planning of Aircraft Loading
The following are tasks related to dangerous goods that would typically be performed and for which training and
assessment would therefore be required by personnel responsible for planning of the distribution of the load (baggage,
mail and cargo) that will be loaded into the aircraft cargo compartments.

TABLE 7.6.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for the Planning of Aircraft Loading

Function: Personnel responsible for the planning of aircraft loading. Managing cargo pre-loading
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognize the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passenger's responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognised the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

4 Managing cargo pre-loading

4.1 Plan the load

4.1.1 Determine stowage requirements 

4.1.2 Determine segregation, separation, compartment limitations 

4.3 Issue NOTOC 

4.3.1 Enter required information 

4.3.2 Verify conformance with load plan 

4.3.3 Transmit to loading personnel 

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.1 Load aircraft

6.1.6 Provide NOTOC information to pilot-in-command and flight operations 
officer/flight dispatcher

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.7 Function: Flight Crew
The following are tasks that flight crew would typically perform and for which training and assessment would therefore be
required.

TABLE 7.7.A
Sample Task List for Flight Crew

Function: Flight Crew Managing cargo pre-loading
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passenger's responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.2 Manage dangerous goods pre and during flight 

6.2.1 Address dangerous goods not permitted in baggage 

6.2.2 Interpret NOTOC 

6.2.3 Apply procedures in the event of an emergency 

6.2.4 Inform flight operations officer/flight dispatcher/air traffic control in the 
event of an emergency

6.2.5 Inform emergency services of the dangerous goods on the NOTOC in 
the event of an emergency

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.8 Function: Flight Operations Officers and Flight Dispatchers
The following are tasks that flight operations officers and flight dispatchers would typically perform and for which training
and assessment would therefore be required.

TABLE 7.8.A
Sample Task List for Flight Operations Officers and Flight Dispatchers

Function: Personnel responsible for flight operations and flight dispatchers Managing cargo pre-loading
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden undeclared dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passengers responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.4.2 Understand general principles of packing groups 

0.4.3 Consider multiple hazards 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.2 Manage dangerous goods pre and during flight

6.2.1 Address dangerous goods not permitted in baggage 

6.2.2 Interpret NOTOC 

6.2.3 Apply procedures in the event of an emergency 

6.2.4 Inform flight operations officer/flight dispatcher/air traffic control in the 
event of an emergency

6.2.5 Inform emergency services of the dangerous goods on the NOTOC in 
the event of an emergency
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7.9 Function: Cabin Crew
The following are tasks that cabin crew would typically perform and for which training and assessment would therefore be
required.

TABLE 7.9.A
Sample Task List for Cabin Crew

Function: Cabin Crew Transporting cargo/
baggage

0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise the potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger's provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stake- 
holders

0.3.2 Understand the passengers responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labelling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation for DG shipments 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

5 Accepting passenger and crew baggage

5.2 Accept baggage 

5.2.1 Apply operator requirements 

5.2.2 Verify passenger baggage requirements 

6 Transporting cargo/baggage

6.2 Manage dangerous goods pre and during flight 

6.2.1 Address dangerous goods not permitted in baggage 

6.2.3 Apply procedures in the event of an emergency 

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 

7.4 Report dangerous goods occurrences 
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7.10 Function: Personnel Responsible for the Screening of Passengers and Crew
and their Baggage, Cargo and Mail
The following are tasks that personnel responsible for the screening passengers and crew and their baggage, cargo and
mail would typically perform and for which training and assessment would therefore be required.

TABLE 7.10.A
Sample Task List for Personnel Responsible for the Screening of Passengers and Crew and their

Baggage, Cargo and Mail

Function: Personnel responsible for security screening (Passengers and crew, baggage, cargo and mail) Collecting safety data
0 Understanding the basics of dangerous goods 

0.1 Dangerous goods applicability 

0.1.1 Understand the definition 

0.1.2 Recognise the legal framework (global, national) 

0.1.3 Identify the application and scope 

0.1.4 Differentiate hazard and risk 

0.2 Understanding the general limitations 

0.2.1 Develop a sense of forbidden dangerous goods 

0.2.2 Recognise potential hidden dangerous goods 

0.2.3 Familiarise with passenger provisions 

0.3 Identifying roles and responsibilities 

0.3.1 Clarify the individual and collective role of the supply chain stakeholders 

0.3.2 Understand the passenger's responsibilities 

0.3.3 Recognise the impact of State & operator variations 

0.4 Understanding the importance of classification & packaging 

0.4.1 Identify the general information about classes, divisions 

0.5 Understanding hazard communication 

0.5.1 Recognise the basic marking requirements 

0.5.2 Recognise the basic labeling requirements 

0.5.3 Identify the required documentation 

0.6 Familiarising with basic emergency response 

0.6.1 Create awareness about general emergency procedures 

0.6.2 Understand the employer's emergency response requirements 

3 Processing/accepting cargo

3.4 Process/accept cargo other than dangerous goods 

3.4.1 Check documentation for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous 
goods

3.4.2 Check packages for indications of hidden/undeclared dangerous goods 

5 Accepting passenger and crew baggage

5.1 Process baggage 

5.1.1 Identify forbidden dangerous goods 

5.1.2 Apply approval requirements 

7 Collecting safety data

7.1 Report dangerous goods accidents 

7.2 Report dangerous goods incidents 

7.3 Report undeclared/mis-declared dangerous goods 
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APPENDIX A—GLOSSARY

General M
The following is a list of definitions of commonly used MILESTONE. A point in the course where there is an
terms, in this guidance. Definitions of terms which have assessment to identify if the student has acquired the
their usual dictionary meanings or are used in the necessary knowledge or competency associated with the
common technical sense, are not included. element of the course content.

C P
COMPETENCY. A dimension of human performance that PERFORMANCE CRITERIA. Statements used to assess
is used to reliably predict successful performance on the whether the required levels of performance have been
job. A competency is manifested and observed through achieved for a competency. A performance criterion
behaviours that mobilise the relevant knowledge, skills consists of an observable behaviour, condition(s) and a
and attitudes to carry out activities or tasks under competency standard.
specified conditions.

COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT. T
Training and assessment that are characterised by a TRAINING COURSE. A series of lessons to teach theperformance orientation, emphasis on standards of per- knowledge and competencies for a specific job function.formance and their measurement, and the development The typical taught curriculum for dangerous goods per-of training to the specified performance standards. sonnel, mainly conducted through classroom training or e-
COMPETENCY STANDARD. A level of performance that learning.
is defined as acceptable when assessing whether or no TRAINING PROGRAM. The end-to-end process that con-competency has been achieved. sists of all competency-based training components.

These include the training needs analysis, course ma-
terials, assessment materials, training records and in-
structor qualifications.
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APPENDIX B—IATA DANGEROUS GOODS COMPETENCY-
BASED TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT CENTRE PROGRAM
(CBTA CENTRE)

The Competency-Based Training and Assessment Centre ● address industry concerns and requirements for safe,
Program (CBTA Centre) is the global certification program secure, efficient and sustainable air transport;
on certifying organisations for compliance with the training ● support the industry to develop high-quality and
provisions for dangerous goods under a competency- effective training that meets international standards;
based training and assessment approach. ● improve the competence of the workforce involved in
The CBTA Centre aims to support organisations across the transport of dangerous goods by air;
the aviation industry, including operators, civil aviation ● raise the bar in the industry and give visibility to
authorities and training providers, to develop capacity and accredited organisations.
resources for dangerous goods training programs that

The CBTA Centre Program is suitable for, but not limitedmeet the requirements of competency-based training and
to the following entities:assessment approach in accordance with Dangerous

Goods Training Guidelines—Competency-Based Training ● training organizations, institutes and schools that
and Assessment Approach. offer dangerous goods training and solutions to

clients;The CBTA Centre provides organisations the opportunity
● training units of operators, airports, ground serviceto acquire an accreditation from IATA, attesting that their

providers, freight forwarders and shippers that pro-dangerous goods training is validated against the IATA
vide in-house dangerous goods training to theirCBTA Centre program's policy, standards and require-
employees.ments. This accreditation is granted after the organis-

ation's dangerous goods training system, standards, pro- The CBTA Centre Program consists of three accredita-
cedures, quality management, material and content have tions: CBTA Provider, CBTA Excellence and CBTA Cor-
been validated by IATA and found to meet the program's porate.
criteria.

CBTA Provider accreditation is given to organisations
Accredited organizations can offer competency-based that offer dangerous goods training to clients within a
training solutions to companies and provide internationally specific territory or jurisdiction and for specific well-
recognized qualifications with a co-branded IATA certifi- defined job functions. This certification attests that their
cate to students that have successfully completed their training course is benchmarked against and meets the
training course. IATA's Dangerous Goods Regulations (DGR) training

provisions for specific well-defined job functions in ac-The objective of the CBTA Centre is to:
cordance with the CBTA guidelines.● establish, maintain and monitor a globally recognized

accreditation program for competency-based danger- CBTA Excellence accreditation is given to organisations
ous goods training and assessment on a worldwide that offer solutions and services to the industry for the
basis and in a cost-effective manner; development of competency-based training and assess-

ment for dangerous goods in accordance with the CBTA● support the industry to develop capacity and re-
guidelines. This certification attests that their trainingsources to transition to a competency-based training
design and development methodology and best practicesand assessment approach for dangerous goods;
are benchmarked against and meets the IATA's Danger-● enable operators and civil aviation authorities to ous Goods Regulations (DGR) guidelines for the develop-assess and approve organizations for a dangerous ment of competency-based training and assessment forgoods training program under a competency-based dangerous goods.training and assessment approach;
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CBTA Corporate accreditation is given to organisations, IATA Certifications
such as airports, airlines, freight forwarders, ground International Air Transport Association
handling agents and shippers, that give in-house training Route de l'Aeroport 33
to employees. This certification attests that their training PO Box 416
program is benchmarked against and meets the IATA's 1215
Dangerous Goods Regulations (DGR) training provisions Geneva 15 Airport
under the competency-based training and assessment SWITZERLAND
approach. E-mail: cbta.center@iata.org
Organisations interested in having their dangerous goods Notes:
training programs accredited by IATA are invited to direct 1. An up-to-date list of CBTA Centre certified
their enquiries to: companies can be found at: https://www.iata.org/cbta-

center-registry/
2. Information on IATA consultancy services is available

at:https://www.iata.org/en/training/training-certifi-
cations/consultancy/
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